Swept path clashes with right
turn lane into The Raywoods
which will lead to side swipe
road traffic accidents.

End throw of the vehicle clashes
with the ahead lane resulting in
side swipe road traffic accidents.

Swept path for 16.5m heavy goods
vehicles clashes with the ahead flow on
Heath End Road. Heath End Road
(westbound) is not run in a seperate phase
to the eastbound movement so this layout
does not work causing delays and is
considered to be an unsafe arrangement.

Rubber tyre marks are evident on
site from all the HGVs that already
mount the footways trying to avoid
waiting vehicles at the existing
priority controlled junction. This
layout will encourage this to
continue happening but with a
signifcantly increased traffic flow
waiting to egress Bermuda Road.

Confirmation that there is no controlled
crossing across The Raywoods despite the
significant increase in traffic. It is
unacceptable to have this uncontrolled just to
try and get the traffic modelling to work by
providing an unsafe arrangement. The
crossing needs to be signalised as it is a
main walking route to local schools with an
'All Red' stage added to the junction.
However, this will lead the junction operating
over-capacity and possible saturation point.

Right turning HGVs block
the ahead movement
along Heath End Road.

Business premises requiring
access by goods vehicles within
the midlle of a signalised junction
is an unsafe arrangement!

Bus shelter located
on the stop line!

HGV swept path clashes with the
hooking turn of right turners moving
in the same phase of the traffic lights
(ie Heath End Road Westbound
Right Turn runs opposed with Heath
End Road Eastbound Ahead & Left

Confirmation that there is no controlled crossing across Bermuda Road despite the
significant increase in traffic. It is unacceptable to have this uncontrolled just to try and get
the traffic modelling to work by providing an unsafe arrangement. In line with the
requirements of the Design Manual for Roads & Bridges, the crossing needs to be signalised
as it is a main walking route to local schools with an 'All Red' stage added to the junction.
However, this will lead the junction operating over-capacity and possible saturation point.

Swept Path clashes with
right turning vehicles. This is
not only a safety issues but
will lead to blockage of the
junction and delays.

Swept path overhangs the
significantly narrowed footway
posing a very significant safety risk
to pedestrians and school children.
Various driveways emerge into
a signal controlled junction
posing an access constraint
and safety risk for residents
and other road users.

Driveway emerge into a signal
controlled junction posing an
access constraint and safety risk
for residents and other road users.

Stopline is a very long way from
the controlled crossing and has
residential and business accesses
inbetween which is a significant
safety concern as picked up in the
WCC Road Safety Audit. The
repositioning of the stopline is not
reflected in the traffic modelling.
Therefore the consultation
material over-estimates the
capacity of the junction and under
estimates the journey times.

Swepth path clashes, lack of controlled pedestrian crossing
facilities, narrowing of footways, driveways emerging into
the signalised junctions, lack of junction intervisibility and
sub-standard junction visibility splays (not in accordance
with the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges).

